Beall Concert Hall Wednesday evening  
8:00 p.m. October 24, 2007

SCHOOL OF MUSIC COMING EVENTS

For more information on any of these events, or to be on the UO Music mailing list, call the music school's Community Relations Office, weekdays, at 346-5678.

Thursday, Oct. 25 • 1 p.m., Beall Hall
STUDENT FORUM
Laurie Monahan (Trotter Chair)

Friday, Oct. 26 • 8 p.m., Beall Hall
LAURIE MONAHAN, Soprano
SHIRA KAMMEN, Vielle
Vanguard Series; $10, $8
Also featuring Eric Mentzel and Shira Kammen, performing sacred and secular works from medieval France, plus a new work by Robert Kyr.

Sat., Oct. 27 • 8 p.m., Gerlinger Lounge
MUSIC OF JAPAN: Koto & Shakuhachi
World Music Series; $12, $8
Featuring Mitsuki Dazai and Peter Hill performing on koto (long zither) and shakuhachi (bamboo flute). Free lecture-demonstration at 3 p.m. in Gerlinger Alumni Lounge.

Saturday, Oct. 27 • 7:30 p.m., Umpqua Community College
UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY
Umpqua Symphony Association concert in Roseburg. Call (541) 496-4546 for tickets and information.

Sunday, Oct. 28 • 3 p.m., Beall Hall
UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY
UO Ensemble; $7, $5
Featuring cellist Steven Pologe.

* * *
108th Season, 11th program
OREGON WIND ENSEMBLE

**In Evening’s Stillness** (1996)  
Joseph Schwantner  
(b. 1943)

**INTERMISSION**

**Lincolnshire Posy** (1937)  
Percy Grainger  
(1882–1961)

- Lisbon (Sailor’s Song)
- Horkstow Grange (The Miser and his Man: A Local Tragedy)
- Rufford Park Poachers (Poaching Song)
- The Brisk Young Sailor (returned to wed his True Love)
- Lord Melbourne (War Song)
- The Lost Lady Found (Dance Song)

* * *

If you are in the company of a small child or someone who may inadvertently cause distractions, kindly sit near a rear exit and be prepared to leave in a timely fashion. Please respect our artists and your fellow concert goers. House management reserves the right to request exiting the Hall when appropriate.

**OREGON WIND ENSEMBLE PERSONNEL**

**Flute/Piccolo**  
Haley Cameron  
Elizabeth Erenberg  
Gabriél Ganey  
Juli Herbert  
Amy Kerker *

**Oboe/English Horn**  
Jeremy Curtis  
Lesley Rodell  
Tyler Stollberg *  
Cooper Wright

**Clarinet**  
Jesse Montgomery  
Marissa Ochsner  
Camille Perezselsky  
Katie Thomas  
Lia Thomas *  
Lauren Wagner  
Anna Waite

**Bass Clarinet**  
Joey Scott

**Bassoon/Contrabassoon**  
Zoé Bardsley  
Joey Hartman *  
Casey Paulsen  
Alexander Reid

**Saxophone**  
Nathan Irby  
Andrew Rosenberg  
Mariko Ross *  
Jonathan Schilling  
David Sommers

**Horn**  
Kaila Finlayson  
Nicole Redding  
Erika Rudnicki *  
Kenneth Westcott

**Trumpet**  
Patrick DeGiovanni  
Melanie Garrett  
Vu Nguyen  
Tim Pierson  
Keemun Senff  
Zac Tendick  
Sarah Viens *

**Trombone**  
Ryan Chaney *  
Evan Stewart  
Shira Fadeley

**Euphonium**  
Hassan Shiban *  
Jeff Maggi

**Tuba**  
Seth Horner *  
Charles Nickles

**Timpani**  
Bryan Schuster *

**Percussion**  
Cory Miner *  
Merlin Showalter  
Brian Banegas  
Jon Glade  
Donny Ebel

**Piano**  
Jacob Coleman